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ABSTRACT
The process when a light projectile is colliding almost centrally with 
a heavy target is described by one-dymensional hydrodynamical model and by a 
phenomenological model.
АННОТАЦИЯ
Процесс столковения легких и тяжелых ионов опишется в одномерной 
гидродинамической и в феноменологической модели.
KIVONAT
Könnyű beeső mag nehéz céltárgy-magon való ütközésének folyamatát Írjuk 
le egy-dimenziós hidrodinamikai modellben és egy fenomenológikus modellben.
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years two energy regions were studied extensively 
in heavy-ion physics. Projectiles up to the energy of 
5-10 MeV/nucleon were produced by conventional accelerators 
while in Berkeley and Dubna the GeV region was investigated. 
Between this two energy regions an extremely interesting area 
remained unexplored.
Around projectile energy 20-50 MeV/nucleon we may swich from
quantumjnechanical description to classycal hydrodynamics and
1 2till 100 MeV/nucleon both approaches yield similar results ' /.
At beam energies from 100 to 500 MeV/nucleon the hydrodynamical
3 4approach seems to be rather good ' /. At higher energies the 
basic conditions for the applicability of hydrodynamics are less 
fulfilled and in the GeV region the hydrodynamical approach can 
be justified only if unusual processes /pion condensation or 
transition to quark phase/ enhance the local equilibration^/ 
sufficiently.
Thus in this unexplored energy region the collective 
/hydrodynamical/ nuclear motions play an essential role while 
at lower energies usual quantum mechanics and at very high 
energies simultaneous single particle collisions are conspicuous.
The energy region 50-500 MeV/nucleon is very rich not only 
in phenomena but also in fundamental physics. The appearance of 
pion condensation is expected in this energy region and other 
unusual forms of nuclear matter are likely to show up.
2In the present work we discuss only the asymmetric collisions 
with not too high impact parameters b< R^-R^. A qualitative 
description of these processes was given recently by Bondorf^/.
In sections 2 and 3 the formation and evolution of the "hot spot" 
is described in the one-dimensional hydrodynamical model 
(introduced in ref.-s^/ and f^] for central collisions. In sect. 4. 
a simple schematic model is given for asymmetric central 
collisions in terms of a hot spot. In section 5. we give the 
summary and discussion.
32. ONE-DIMENSIONAL HYDRODYNAMICAL MODEL
In the present work we use the one-dimensional model first
one-dimensional model yields only a rough description of a central 
asymmetric collision where the impinging projectile produces a 
dense "hot spot" and this "hot spot" expands in transversal 
directions while penetrating the target. Assuming that the 
transversal expansion is uniform and not much more rapid than 
the penetration the particles involved in the process are inside 
a cone of angle Ф . Depending on the value of Ф a different number 
of nucleons from the target belongs to the spectators and to the 
participants, respectively /Fig.l/. In our model only the 
participants are involved in the hydrodynamical flow. The radius 
of the hypothetical tube, where the one-dimensional collision 
takes place, is determined in such a way that the intersection 
of the target and this cylinder produces the proper number of 
spectators /Fig.2./:
The spectators are obviously not absolutely undisturbed, but we 
can take their excitation as a secondary effect. A rough 
approximation of the expansion angle Ф can be given by the 
comparision of the sound and shock front velocities:
7 4described in ref /. /More detailes can be found in ref. /. The
2/3
/ 1 /
v soundФ = arctg 10 -  20о / 2 /v shock
4The expansion angle decreases for higher beam energies and for 
"harder" equations of state because both effects increase the 
velocity of the shock front.
In the assymetric case the propagation of the compression 
shock is not stationary /Fig.3./. The one-dimensional model 
yields an upper bound for the penetration depth of the "hot spot" 
into the target. As we can see in Fig.3. the velocily of the 
shock front decreases and its width increases as time proceeds.
The reason for this basically lies in the asymmetry: behind the 
shock front, after the full compression of the projectile at 
" 3 fm/c, an expansion starts to pull the nucleons back and 
thereby attracting the compressed region in backward directions.
In all investigated cases the shock wave penetrated the 
whole target but in most cases the density increase of the shock 
was much less when the shock wave reached the back surface of 
the target, than the initial density increase. On Fig.3. we can 
see that the contour of the maximum density ( n >2nQ) ends 
already at 20 fm/c, while the shock front reaches the back surface 
of the target at ~ 24 fm/c. The largest amount of nuclear matter 
with maximum density can be observed always at the full 
compression of the projectile /i.e. immediately before the last 
cell of the projectile turns back at tcomp /Fig.4./. Upto this 
time the shock fronts propagate symmetrically into the target 
and projectile in the mean velocity system. This propagation is 
close to stationary and so the velocity of the shock can be
4obtained from the Rankine-Hugoniot equations /. After tcomp 
the free end of the projectile begins to expand and later it
5explodes /at the break-up/ while on the target side the shock front 
propagates further. However, its propagation after tcQmp is 
already not stationary and the shock can not be described by the 
Rankine-Hugoniot relations. The amount of matter with maximum 
compression is decreasing after tcomp and at the time t ^ 2 it 
falls to the half ot its maximum value. On Fig.4. the definitions 
of the different times and lengths are shown. The stationarity 
of the shock can be studied /Fig.5./ by the comparision of the 
average shock velocities relative to the projectile and target 
/Lp/tcomp and LT/teff respectively/. It is also interesting to 
study the position of t ^ 2 that shows the life time of the 
canpressed matter.
On Fig.5. the results of two reaction-calculations are 
summarized. According to our model the results are depending on 
the angle Ф /or on the number of spectators/. For both reactions 
the shock is not stationary in the target where its average 
velocity Lrp^eff is -*-ess that in the projectile /Lp/tcoinp/.
The difference is increasing when the angle is increased.
The position of the time t ^ 2 is even more sensitive to the
angle Ф . We have to remember the definitions of the times
t and t . / F i g . 4./: the amount of dense mater is increasingcomp 1/2 3
from zero to its maximum value /at t „ / and then decreasing tocomp
half of its amount /at t So the quantity 1 л //1, . _/■
characterizes the "boiling speed" of the hot spot. For both 
reactions shown on Fig.5. we can see that this speed has its 
maximum at Ф = 0°, then drops sharply to the 1/3 of the 
maximum at Ф = 10° and it is slowly increasing for larger angles.
6The reason for this unexpected behaviour is the following: at
Ф = 0° the shock front reaches the back surface of the target
quicker than the boiling or expansion from the projectile side
could decrease the maximum density reached in the shock /Fig.6./
so the expansion into the direction of the target will be more
rapid due to the higher gradient. For the larger ф-angles the
length of the compressed matter /1 /is shorter and thecomp
expansion wave from the projectile side reaches the shock front 
earlier than this latter arrives to the back surface of the target. 
Thus the boiling of the dense hot spot is allowed into one 
direction only and therefore it is slower. From the target side 
the shock front is exposed to a constant flux of incoming nuclear 
matter and when the maximum density of the shock is decreased 
already /from the projectile side/ the constant incoming flux 
yields a shock of decreasing velocity.
7In the hydrodynamical flow a dilute stage of matter can be
reached when the interactions can not ensure equilibrium anymore.
At this moment our description is changed from the hydrodynamics
to the free relativistic Fermi-Dirac statistics. The details of
4this "break-up" process are described in ref. /. However, in the
present model the spectators should also be considered. Spectators
are described by the same relativistic Fermi-Dirac distribution
as the participants and we assume that their average thermal
excitation is T = 6  MeV. This excitation comes from thes
relatively large surface energy of the spectators that fill 
volumes of strange shape.
On Fig.7. the double differential cross section of the 
reaction Ne+Au at 0.4 GeV/nucleon is shown. One can distinguish 
the contribution of the low temperature spectators /the peak 
around 10-15 MeV/ and that of the participants. This structure
gis observed in the experiments of Gutbrod et al. /, where high 
multiplicity events were selected. At 90° the hydrodynamical 
model gives lower cross sections than the experimentally 
observed ones. This difference can be explained by the one 
dimensional nature of our model /the transversal hydrodynamical 
flow is not possible/. The energy independence of the forward 
angle cross sections observed between 40 and 100 MeV is caused by 
the broad peak of the cross section. At higher energies the cross 
sections show the usual decrease /Fig.8./.
3. SPECTRUM OF THE EMITTED NUCLEONS IN THE HYDRODYNAMICAL MODEL
The separation of target spectators is possible in the high
8multiplicity events and here projectile spectators are not
9expected. In an experimement of higher energy / the contribution
of the spectators can be discriminated from the contribution of
participants. Our model calculations produced a sharp increase
below 50MeV for the invariant cross section of a 800 MeV/nucleon
gAr+Pb collision /Fig.9./. In the experiment / this low energy 
region is not investigated in detail so in the experimental cross 
section the low energy peak of spectators was not observed. 
However, on the rapidity spectrum the distinction is more 
convenient and both target and projectile spectators were observed
9in the experiment /. Projectile spectators do not occure in almost
central collisions, so the selection of high multiplicity events
would eliminate the low energy peak in the rapidity plot around
у .. Our calculations for the same central collisions produced J pro]
similar results. The contribution of projectile spectators is 
obviously absent in the calculated spectra and comparision with 
experiments shows that the angles around Ф = l0°-20° are the 
most realistic ones for the description of almost central 
asymmetric heavy ion collisions.
94. PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL
In this section we present a phenomenological model for almost 
central asymmetric heavy ion collisions at moderate energies.
The model is capable to calculate the recoil properties of the 
target residue. f
We assume that the process of the asymmetric heavy ion collision 
/Fig.l./ can be described in two stages: i/ at the first impact 
a region of the target and the projectile is equilibrated and 
moves with a "hot spot velocity" v^ and ii/ nucleons emerge from 
the equilibrated region with an isotropic momentum distribution; 
some of them gets absorbed in the target residue, which in this 
way aquires a recoil-momentum. /This absorption shadow is neglected 
in the hydrodynamic model presented in Sec.2./
We have one free parameter, the number of nucleons a , 
participating in the hot spot from the target. /The connection of 
a and the quantities, defined in Fig.-s 2. and 4. will be 
discussed later./ In the almost central reactions considered all 
Ap nucleons of the projectile clearly participate the hot spot.
To describe the first stage of the reaction we use energy-and 
momentum - conservation. /The calculations in this section were 
carried out in the laboratory system for convenience./ Assuming 
that the total available energy goes into the kinetic energy of 
the ordered motion of the hot spot with the collective velocity 
v^ and into the kinetic energy of the Fermi-gas, we get for the 
average statistical velocity
10
A a P
(Др+ a)‘ --- - - 1
whereИ 2ELABm( Л is the beam velocity.
/3/
In the present model we use a further simplifying assumption: 
~2we consider v to be the average corresponding to a sharp
Fermi-sphere. While this is certainly not the case in the hot
spot, the sharp Fermi-sphere allows us to define a Fermi-speed
vp, which, as we shall see, proves to be extremely useful in
our first, unsophisticated estimates. This approximation is
sufficient for our qualitative purposes.
—  3Using v = ------ Vp from ref. 10. one gets
n + 3 *
5 A a 
- -2— о v
°
/4/
5where the factor j is a consequence of the sharp Fermi-distribution 
and shouldn't be taken seriously.
Now, in the second stage of the reaction we have a hot spot 
moving still inwards to the target with the velocity v^. This 
hot spot will be represented by a Fermi-sphere of radius vp, 
displaced with vh in velocity space /Fig.11./. In other words 
we have the same picture as in Sec.3. up to the time £сотр /Fig.4./, 
but in our simple schematic model the development after tcQmp is 
described by the single-particle decay of the hot spot. All those 
particles of the hot spot which have a velocity component facing 
the target ( vx > 0 ) are assumed to be absorbed in the residue
11
/Fig.ll./.
The fraction f of the hot spot nucleons absorbed in the 
target residue is defined by
/ dt
Volume absorbed v > Оf = ---------------------  = * ------  /5/
Volume of Fermi sphere J dx
sphere
where the integration goes over the hot spot velocities. We get 
for the mass number of the target residue
Atr “ At ~ a + f ( Ap + a) /6/
It is straightforward to calculate the recoil velocity of the 
target: first we calculate the average velocity V of the 
absorbed hot spot particles by the prescription
VJdx = Jvdt /7/
V 0 vx>0
and get the recoil velocity vr from
• f (Ap + a ) v = Atr vr /8/
On Fig.12. the recoil velocity is plotted as a function of a for 
the reaction + °Pb at the energy = 86 MeV/nucleon.
It can be seen that the recoil velocity is a slowly increasing 
function of the number of target-participants, a, for 12^a^,50.
/The upper limit on a comes from the requirement that the 
excitation energy in the hot spot should be at least above the 
binding energy in order to make the concept of hot spot sensible.
12
On the other hand at the time t=t л _ a-A according to thecomp p 3
principle of equal participation®/ and at a time tcomp< t < t
a > Ap./
1/2
From Fig.3. we can get an estimate of a. Assuming that the 
first stage of the reaction /the local equilibration of the hot 
spot/ is completed at t ~ 2 tcomp and comparing the length of 
the unshocked region at this particular instance of time to the 
original length of the target LT , we arrive at a very rough 
guess on what a could be. An inspection of Fig.3. suggests that 
a is at around the upper end of the interval displayed in Fig.12. 
This means a recoil velocity vr ~ 0.045 c. It should be noted, 
however, that this recoil was obtained under the assumption of 
total absorption in the target residue. Taking into account the 
transparency of the target material may reduce the above value 
of vr considerably.
13
5. SUMMARY
We presented two models for the description of almost central 
assymetric heavy ion collisions at moderate energies. The 
hydrodynamics1 model gave results which compare with the 
experimental values rather well, but suffer from the one-dimensionality 
of the present description. In the framework of the phenomenological 
model we predicted recoil properties of the target-residue. These 
predictions may prove important in some planned experiments^/.
Our phenomenological model should be extended to noncentral 
reactions. This development is in progress. Finally we emphasize 
that the one dimensional hydrodynamics1 model seems to favour an 
openining angle /Fig.l./ Ф * 10° at these energies. It is also 
possible to get an estimate from the hydrodynamical model for 
the free parameter of the phenomenological model. This suggests 
that the number of participants a of the hot spot from the target
/Fig.11./ is around a ~ 0.3 5 in the reaction 2oNe+^97Au at 
the energy 400 MeV/nucleon.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. Number of spectator nucleons as function of the expansion 
angle Ф for the reactions discussed in the text. The 
definition of Ф is represented on the attached scheme.
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the introduction of the
one-dimensional model. The radius of the "reaction tube"
R is uniquely defined as a function of Ф , Ap and Afc by 
the prescription that the number of spectators in /а/ 
and /b/ should be equal. In the hydrodynamical flow the 
slabs of projectile and target participants are involved 
while the spectators are considered only after the 
"break-up" /с/.
Fig. 3. Contour plot of the density distribution in the two
dimensional space-time for a ^Ne + ^^Au collision at 
beam energy 400 MeV/nucleon /full curves/. Dashed curves
_3show the stream lines of fluid cells. /nQ = 0.145 fm 
is the nuclear matter density determined by the equation 
of state used in ref. / as well as in the present work/
Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the density contour plot of
an asymmetric collision in two dimensional space-time for 
the definition of the characteristic times and lengths of 
the process. All quantities are measured in the mean 
velocity system where the projectile and the target 
approach each other with the same speed. The parameter 
x definies the contour of the maximum density region
16
/hot spot/.
Fig. 5. Dependence of the characteristic times and lengths on 
the expansion angle Ф for the reactions Ar+Pb 
/.8GeV/nucl./ and Ne+Au /.4 GeV/nucl./. The high 
density regions are taken above n=2.5nQ and n=2nQ 
respectively.
Fig. 6. Time dependence of the density profiles. At t=0 fm/c
the fluid consists of two slabs of normal nuclear density. 
Later a central decrease develops due to the initial 
condition and a higher central temperature ensures the 
equilibrium of pressure. The arrows represent the fluid 
cells which broke up within the last time interval.
Fig. 7. Double differential cross section of central Ne+Au
collision at .4 GeV/nucleon /in the lab system/. Full,
dashed, dotted and dashed-dotted curves are obtained in
the present calculation. Preliminary experimental points
gof Gutbrodetal. are taken from ref. /, and for their 
normalization an approximate cross section o0* 17 mb was 
used. The low energy peak in the forward angle calculated 
cross sections is produced by the spectators of 
temperature 6 MeV. Similar enhancement in the experimental 
cross sections at lower energy is probably of the same 
origin.
Fig. 8. Invariant cross section /in the lab./ of the central
Ne+Au /.4 GeV/nucl./ collision obtained in the present
17
hydrodynamical model. In transverse directions the low 
temperature target spectator contribution can be 
distinguished from the higher break-up-temperature 
/~ 26 MeV/ participants. In forward angles the cross 
section is not exponential due to the flow.
Fig. 9. The same as fig. 8. for the central Ar+Pb /0.8 GeV/nucl./ 
collision .
Fig. 10. Rapidity contour plots of central Ar+Pb collision
obtained in the present model for different expansion
\
angles Ф , together with the experimental invariant
9cross section for the same reaction /. /It should be 
noted that in the experiment 9./ there was no selection 
for high multiplicity events./ Observe that the 
experimental rapidity distribution of target spectators 
peaks displaced from у = 0 due to the taget recoil.
This effect will be treated only in the subsequent 
phenomenological model.
Fig. 11. The representation of the hot spot in the phenomenological 
model, both in coordinate and velocity space.
12 2o 8Fig. 12. The recoil velocity of the central C + Pb reaction
at 86 MeV/nucleon beam energy as a function of the 
number of participants a of the hot spot from the target.
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